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The Third Policeman is a novel by Irish writer Brian O'Nolan, writing under the pseudonym Flann
O'www.enganchecubano.com was written between and , but after it initially failed to find a publisher, the author withdrew
the manuscript from circulation and claimed he had lost it.

Plot summary[ edit ] The Third Policeman is set in rural Ireland and is narrated by a dedicated amateur scholar
of de Selby , a scientist and philosopher. By the time the narrator is thirty, he has written what he believes to
be the definitive critical work on de Selby, but does not have enough money to have it published. Divney
observes that Mathers, a local man, "is worth a packet of potato-meal" and eventually it dawns on the narrator
that Divney plans to rob and kill Mathers. It was as if the daylight had changed with unnatural suddenness, as
if the temperature of the evening had altered greatly in an instant or as if the air had become twice as rare or
twice as dense as it had been in the winking of an eye; perhaps all of these and other things happened together
for all my senses were bewildered all at once and could give me no explanation. During a surreal conversation
with the apparently dead Mathers, the narrator hears another voice speaking to him which he realises is his
soul: It looked as if it were painted like an advertisement on a board on the roadside and indeed very poorly
painted. It looked completely false and unconvincing. The infinite nature of this last device causes the narrator
great mental and spiritual discomfort. The particular death you die is not even a death which is an inferior
phenomenon at best only an insanitary abstraction in the backyard[ He faces the gallows, but the two
policemen are called away by dangerously high readings in the underground chamber. He also reveals that the
box contains not money but omnium, which can become anything he desires. He shouts that the narrator was
supposed to be dead, for the black box was not filled with money but a bomb and it exploded when the
narrator reached for it. The narrator leaves Divney on the floor, apparently dying. They both enter the police
station and are confronted by Sergeant Pluck, who repeats his earlier dialogue and ends the book with a reprise
of his original greeting to the narrator: Consequently, the novel fell on less sympathetic ears. The rejection
notice read in part: In reality he left it on the sideboard in his dining room, in plain view to him every day as
he ate, for 26 years. The firm published the book in It is made clear that this sort of thing goes on for ever Joe
had been explaining things in the meantime. He said it was again the beginning of the unfinished, the
re-discovery of the familiar, the re-experience of the already suffered, the fresh-forgetting of the
unremembered. Hell goes round and round. In shape it is circular and by nature it is interminable, repetitive
and very nearly unbearable. Clissman regards the novel as a less experimental work than At Swim: Its central
concern is not, as in At Swim, with varying methods of presenting reality in fiction, but with reality viewed
through the medium of scientific and philosophical concepts. Regarding it as "the first great masterpiece [
Dunne and Cartesian dualism. Noting the complex ways in which the novel draws on pagan traditions in
Middle and Early Modern Irish literature, as well as the ways in which it confounds attempts to inscribe it
within a realist tradition, Kenner argued that the book created a "cartoon of Ireland" that was "brilliant but
disturbingly coherent. Adaptations[ edit ] The book was adapted for an open-air theatre production by Miracle
Theatre in , [42] with The Stage judging it to be an "Enjoyably absurd and inventively staged alfresco summer
theatre".
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The Third Policeman, Flann O'Brien ( - ) The Third Policeman is a novel by Irish writer Brian O'Nolan, writing under the
pseudonym Flann O'Brien. It was written between and , but after it initially failed to find a publisher, the author withdrew
the manuscript from circulation and claimed he had lost it.

He leaned his mouth confidentially over to my ear. Would it astonish you to hear that he is nearly half a
bicycle? He is always going to a particular destination or other on his bicycle at every hour of the day or
coming back from there at every other hour. Everything is composed of small particles of itself, and they are
flying around in concentric circles and arcs and segments and innumerable other geometrical figures too
numerous to mention collectively, never standing still or resting but spinning away and darting hither and
thither and back again, all the time on the go. These diminutive gentlemen are called atoms. Do you follow me
intelligently? What else is it but that? If that happened, you would have to go back over it till you got a place
where you could believe your own facts and figures and then go on again from that particular place till you
had the whole thing properly believed and not have bits of it half-believed or a doubt in your head hurting you
like when you lose the stud of your shirt in bed. Do you happen to know what takes place when you strike a
bar of iron with a good coal hammer or with a blunt instrument? After a while in the course of time they swim
around and get back at last to where they were. But if you keep hitting the bar long enough and hard enough
they do not get a chance to do this, and what happens then? Some of the atoms of the bar will go into the
hammer, and the other half into the table or the stone or the particular article that is underneath the bottom of
the bar. I let go a gasp of astonishment that made a sound in the air like a bad puncture. Did you ever notice
the queer behavior of bicycles in these parts? But the man-charged bicycle is a phenomenon of great charm
and intensity and a very dangerous article. I watched him with the eye of six eagles, trying to find out which
was carrying the other and whether it was really a man with a bicycle on his shoulders. I did not seem to see
anything, however, that was memorable or remarkable. The sergeant was looking into his black notebook.
Some people never know how fortunate they are when they are poorer than each other. When I got the wind of
this tiding, I knew I would have to take steps unless there was to be two new bicycles in the family. Luckily I
knew the postman very well. Great holy suffering indiarubber bowls of brown stirabout! There is very little
hope of ever getting his number down below fifty again. With two of the little straps you put around the hubs
of bicycles to keep them spick. You never see them moving by themselves, but you meet them in the least
accountable places unexpectedly. Did you never see a bicycle leaning against the dresser of a warm kitchen
when it is pouring outside? State Russian Museum, Saint Petersburg. All I know is that the food disappears.
Very few of the people guess what is going on in this parish. There are other things I would rather not say too
much about. A new lady teacher was here one time with a new bicycle. She was not very long here till
Gilhaney went away into the lonely country on her female bicycle. Can you appreciate the immorality of that?
Need I inform you what the result was or what happened? Many a gray hair it has put into my head, trying to
regulate the people of this parish. If you let it go too far, it would be the end of everything. You would have
bicycles wanting votes, and they would get seats on the county council and make the roads far worse than they
are for their own ulterior motivation. But against that and on the other hand, a good bicycle is a great
companion, there is a great charm about it. He will walk smartly always and never sit down, and he will lean
against the wall with his elbow out and stay like that all night in his kitchen instead of going to bed. If he
walks too slowly or stops in the middle of the road, he will fall down in a heap and will have to be lifted and
set in motion again by some extraneous party. This is the unfortunate state that the postman has cycled himself
into, and I do not think he will ever cycle himself out of it. Used with permission of A. He also served in the
Irish civil service from to The Third Policeman, the novel he had completed in but could not get published,
appeared posthumously.
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When the skies at night Are damascened with gold, Eternity unrolled. His novel The Hard Life , is a semi
autobiographical depiction of his experience of the Christian Brothers. Significantly, he composed a story
during this same period titled "Scenes in a Novel probably posthumous by Brother Barnabas", which
anticipates many of the ideas and themes later to be found in his novel, At Swim-Two-Birds. As we advance
to make our bow, you will look in vain for signs of servility or of any evidence of a desire to please. We are an
arrogant and depraved body of men. We are as proud as bantams and as vain as peacocks. A sardonic laugh
escapes us as we bow, cruel and cynical hounds that we are. It is a terrible laugh, the laugh of lost men. Do
you get the smell of porter? He claimed himself, in , that he "spent many months in the Rhineland and at Bonn
drifting away from the strict pursuit of study. In their biography Costello and van de Kamp, discussing the
inconclusive evidence, state that " Given the desperate poverty of Ireland in the s to s, a job as a civil servant
was considered prestigious, being both secure and pensionable with a reliable cash income in a largely
agrarian economy. The Irish civil service has been, since the Irish Civil War , fairly strictly apolitical: He was,
indeed, forced to retire from the civil service in He joined the Irish civil service in , working in the
Department of Local Government. On his marriage he moved from his parental home in Blackrock to nearby
Merrion Avenue, living at several further locations in South Dublin before his death. Perhaps the Irish Times,
timeless champion of our peasantry, will oblige us with a series in this strain covering such rural complexities
as inflamed goat-udders, warble-pocked shorthorn, contagious abortion, non-ovoid oviducts and nervous
disorders among the gentlemen who pay the rent. The letters were a hit with the readers of The Irish Times,
and R. Initially, the column was composed in Irish, but soon English was used primarily, with occasional
smatterings of German, French or Latin. Delightful ulcerations resembling buds pit the branches of our trees,
clumpy daffodils can be seen on the upland lawn. Spring is coming and every decent girl is thinking of that
new Spring costume. Time will run on smoother till Favonius re-inspire the frozen Meade and clothe in fresh
attire the lily and rose that have not sown nor spun. Curse it, my mind races back to my Heidelberg days. And
the accordion player Kurt Schachmann. And Doktor Oreille, descendant of Irish princes. A very beautiful
student melody. Beer and music and midnight swims in the Neckar. The Plain People of Ireland: Very guttural
and so on? People say that the German language and the Irish language is very guttural tongues. The sounds is
all guttural do you understand. Very guttural languages the pair of them the Gaelic and the German. Most of
his later writings were occasional pieces published in periodicals, which explains why his work has only
recently come to enjoy the considered attention of literary scholars. He allegedly would write letters to the
editor of The Irish Times complaining about his own articles published in that newspaper, for example in his
regular Cruiskeen Lawn column, or irate, eccentric and even mildly deranged pseudonymous responses to his
own pseudonymous letters, which gave rise to rampant speculation as to whether the author of a published
letter existed or not.
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In this sense, The Third Policeman is a communication from the author to the reader and in a wider context to society at
large. Since every reader is entitled to express his own responses, answers and rebuttals to O'Brien's conjuring, I
herewith dispense with the preliminary and postliminary scholarly and incisive analyses.

Do you happen to know what takes place when you strike a bar of iron with a good coal hammer or with a
blunt instrument? After a while in the course of time they swim around and get back at last to where they
were. But if you keep hitting the bar long enough and hard enough they do not get a chance to do this and
what happens? Some of the atoms of the bar will go into the hammer and the other half into the table or the
stone or the particular article that is underneath the bottom of the bar. All of his books can be found on the
shelves of any major Dublin bookstore, as can a number of compilations and critical volumes. Outside of
Ireland, however, his works surface intermittently and with few witnesses, rather like the Loch Ness Monster.
Some of it is understandable. His best-regarded novel, At Swim-Two-Birds, is perhaps too full of talk and
Guinness not to seem a bit like a wound-up Irish drunk to more Puritanical minds. He would offer, as a
didactic exercise, elucidations on words from the Gaelic: His newspaper columnist side could never let
himself stray too far away from the point of keeping the reader entertained. There are too many choice de
Selby theories not to quote at least one: During his stay in England, he happened at one time to be living in
Bath and found it necessary to go from there to Folkestone on pressing business. His method of doing so was
far from conventional. Instead of going to the railway station and inquiring about trains, he shut himself up in
a room in his lodgings with a supply of picture postcards of the areas which would be traverse on such a
journey, together with an elaborate arrangement of clocks and barometric instruments and a device for
regulating the gaslight in conformity with the changing light of the outside day. What happened in the room or
how precisely the clocks and other machines were manipulated will never be known. It seems that he emerged
after a lapse of seven hours convinced that he was in Folkestone and possibly that he had evolved a formula
for travellers which would be extremely distasteful to railway and shipping companies. There is more than
sublime silliness going on here, though. Although he has a succession of experiences, he finds in the end that
his sense of being alive is genuinely only a hallucination. Hell has no exit, which means he is doomed to keep
walking around in circles, repeating the same bizarre experiences, but each time in some subtly different way.
The narrator and Divney meet again right at the end and find themselves walking into a police station. The
same enormous policeman greets them and with the last line of the book brings them around for another lap:
5: The Third Policeman - Wikipedia
The last of O'Brien's novels to be published, The Third Policeman joins O'Brien's other fiction (At Swim-Two-Birds, The
Poor Mouth, The Hard Life, The Best of Myles, The Dalkey Archive) to ensure his place, along with James Joyce and
Samuel Beckett, as one of Ireland's great comic geniuses.
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The narrator of Flann O'Brien's The Third Policeman (/) begins his story, "Not everybody knows how I killed old Phillip
Mathers, smashing his jaw in with my spade.".
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Brian O'Nolan he was born He spoke Irish at home and learned English second (and German too); yet arguably his
greatest work - the Third Policeman - is a tour de force of English linguistical pyrotechnics and Lewis Carroll-like
absurdist exoticism - people turning into bicycles is par for the course.
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The Third Policeman Quotes (showing of 52) "Your talk," I said, "is surely the handiwork of wisdom because not one
word of it do I understand." â€• Flann O'Brien, The Third Policeman.
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